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US missiles hit Syria air base
Trump orders strike on
military airfield that
launched chemical attack
By MICHAEL GORDON
AND HELENE COOPER
NEW YORK TIMES

WASHINGTON — President
Donald Trump said Thursday
night that the United States had
carried out a missile strike in
Syria in response to the Syrian
government’s chemical weapons
attack this week, which killed
more than 80 civilians.
“Tonight, I ordered a targeted
military strike on the air base in

Syria from where the chemical
attack was launched,” Trump
said in remarks at his Mar-a-Lago estate in Florida. “It is in this
vital national security interest of
the United States to prevent and
deter the spread and use of deadly chemical weapons.”
Trump — who was accompanied by senior advisers, including Stephen Bannon, his chief
strategist; Reince Priebus, his
chief of staff; his daughter Ivanka Trump; and others — said his
decision to act had been prompted in part by what he called
the failures of previous efforts
by the world community to respond effectively to the Syrian

civil war.
“Years of previous attempts at
changing Assad’s behavior have
all failed, and failed very dramatically,” the president said, referring to President Bashar Assad
of Syria. “As a result, the refugee crisis continues to deepen,
and the region continues to destabilize, threatening the United
States and its allies.”
The Pentagon announced that
59 Tomahawk cruise missiles
had been fired at Al Shayrat airfield in Syria. The missiles were
aimed at Syrian fighter jets, radar, fuel pumps and equipment
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President Donald Trump speaks at Mar-a-Lago in Palm Beach, Florida, on
Thursday after the U.S. fired a barrage of cruise missiles into Syria.
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Down came the rain

Senate
deploys
‘nuclear
option’
FILIBUSTER BUST »
GOP lowers threshold
for high court nominees
By MATT FLEGENHEIMER
NEW YORK TIMES
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Sidney Sholley, 2, of Santa Rosa was prepared for the rain with his yellow firefighter rain slicker on the rope bridge at Howarth Park on Thursday.

Season’s wet weather has been more spread out than in previous years
time.
And more is on the way: At least
1½ inches is expected in Santa Rosa
through Saturday.
During those six-plus months, only twice
did more than 3 inches fall, an amount longtime NWS forecaster Bob Benjamin pegged
as indicating “significant” precipitation:
Jan. 8 and Jan. 18, when 3.58 inches and 3.10
inches fell, respectively.
“The irony is that we’ve had the rainiest
season we’ve ever experienced, but the flooding (hasn’t been severe),” Benjamin said. “It’s
been dispersed enough to where it hasn’t inundated us. ... We’ve had years with much
less rainfall (when we) had some major issues along the Russian or the Napa rivers.”
It’s a sentiment echoed by county weather watchers such as Santa Rosa Junior College meteorology instructor Art Hayssen,

By CHRISTI WARREN
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

N

ot with a deluge but a steady rainfall, the record precipitation total
for Santa Rosa was broken Thursday night, officially making it the city’s
wettest year since record keeping began in
1902.
The storm brought heavy winds to the
North Coast, felling numerous trees and
bringing down power lines overnight.
According to the National Weather Service, more than 55.75 inches of rain have
fallen since Oct. 1, enough to swamp the
previous record of 55.68 inches in 1983.
Nagging precipitation was the theme
of the record-setting weather. Since Oct. 1
it’s rained 92 of 188 days in Santa Rosa. For
those keeping score, that’s 49 percent of the

who has followed Sonoma County weather
since 1971.
Hayssen cited the historic 1986 Valentine’s
Day Flood when the Russian River swelled
to a record 48.9 feet, forcing more than 1,700
evacuations and causing about $25 million in
damage. Yet that rain year of Oct. 1 to Sept.
30 had just 42.5 inches of rain in Santa Rosa
— not even close to cracking the top five wettest years in the weather service’s history.
For comparison, this winter’s amount of
rain, the river peaked at 37.82 feet on Jan. 11,
according to the weather service.
“It hasn’t been as devastating as other
years with lesser rain, because the rain has
been spread out over the whole year,” Hayssen said.
At Sugarloaf Ridge State Park, the near

WASHINGTON — Senate
Republicans on Thursday engineered a dramatic change in how
the chamber confirms Supreme
Court nominations, bypassing
a Democratic blockade of Judge
Neil Gorsuch in a move that will
most likely reshape both the Senate and the high court.
After Democrats held together Thursday
morning
and filibustered
President Donald
Trump’s
nominee,
Republicans voted to lower the
Neil
threshold
for
Gorsuch
advancing Supreme Court nominations from
60 votes to a simple majority.
In deploying this nuclear option, lawmakers are fundamentally altering the way the Senate
handles one of its most significant duties, further limiting the
minority’s power in a chamber
that was designed to be a slower
and more deliberative body than
the House.
The move, once unthinkable
among senators, is a testament
to the creeping partisan rancor
in recent years, after decades of
at least relative bipartisanship
on Supreme Court matters. Both
parties have warned of sweeping effects on the court itself,
predicting the elevation of more
ideologically extreme judges
now that only a majority is required for confirmation.
Senate Democrats in 2013 first
changed the rules of the Senate
to block Republican filibusters
of presidential nominees to
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Brown set to sign gas tax increase
Legislature passes $52B
bill to fix state’s roads,
highways and bridges
By DEREK MOORE
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT
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Supporters of the road repair measure rally on Wednesday in Sacramento.
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California lawmakers late
Thursday narrowly approved
the largest infrastructure funding package in a generation — a
$52 billion tax-and-spend transportation plan that is set to
pump millions of dollars a year
into repair of the North Coast’s

battered network of roads,
highways and bridges.
The legislation, backed by
Democrats and Gov. Jerry
Brown, cleared the state Assembly with 54 votes, the exact
number needed to the meet
the two-thirds requirement. It
passed the Senate 27-11 earlier
in the night.
Supporters hailed the outcome, with state Sen. Mike McGuire, D-Healdsburg, calling it
a “long overdue step.”
“Advancing a tax increase
is never easy, especially for

“SON OF THE WIND”: Leela Dance Collective
brings new piece, based on the Sanskrit classic
“The Ramayan,” to the Green Music Center. / D1

California residents who have
to foot the bill. But we have a
transportation funding crisis,”
McGuire said.
The outcome of the highstakes legislation came down
to the wire, with several North
Coast lawmakers whose votes
were crucial to the outcome
coming out in support of the
legislation during a late-night
session on the state Assembly
floor.
That included Assemblyman
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